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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. 




1010 WAIALA.& AY&., HONOLULU, HAWAII 96816 • TEL. 737·7911 
· ~eptember 9,. 1970 
, •. · KAISER-AETNA 
' " "I'.~. '. -. 
_,;. 
• • o • I ~ 
P. 0. Box 2997 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96802 
Gentlemen: 
Subject: Golf Course Subdivision Unit No. 1 
Preliminary Soil Report 
(for site grading design purposes). 
Maunalua, Oahu, Hawaii · 
Tax Map ~ey: 3-9-11 
Chapter 23, Revised Ordinances.of 
Honolulu, 1961 As Amended 
· The Resort Division area consists of resort, apartment and residential 
subdivisions. 
In accordance with your request, preliminary soil explorations were made· 
to cover the general area. This report concerns only the preliminary soil 
explorations at the site for the proposed Golf Course Subdivision Unit No. 
1, Maunalua, Oahu, Hawaii. 
The borings generally indicated varying soil conditions with tan sandy 
and clayey silts in the western portion; shallow reddish-brown clayey 
silts and silty clays underlain by lava rock in the central portion; and 
gray-brown plastic clay (adobe) underlain by lava rock at the east end. 
Much of the site is· covered' with stockpile material of gray sandy clay 
with localized pockets of gray clay (dredged materials). 
',1. 
Some grading and filling of the site are contemplated. The earthwork should , 
be done in accordance with the requirements of Chapter 23, Revised Ordinances:.:: . 
of Honolulu, 1961 As Amended and the recommendations·contained herein~ 
The report includes a Boring Location Plan, boring logs, .laboratory test 
results, recommendations and limitations.· 
· ..... · 
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.. _.:., _:' 
EK:rmf 
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Respectfully submitted, 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. 
··.···Cr.~ 
· Ezra Koike 
Professional Engineer 
Hawaii No. 1450 
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GOLF COURSE SUBDIVISION UNIT NO. 1 
PRELIMINARY SOIL REPORT 
MAUNALUA, OAHU, HAWAII .· 
TAX ~ KWf: 3-9-11 . 
SCOPE OF EXPLORATION 
The Resort.Division area consists of resort, apartment and residential 
.. ·· 
subdivisions. This report concerns only the preliminary soil exp;lorations 
at the site for the'proposed Golf Course Subdivision Unit No. 1 at 
Maunalua, Oahu, Hawaii. The limits of this area are shown on Figure 1 • 




for site grading and residential building foundation design purposes. 
This report includes field exploration, laboratory tests and general 
recommendations for site grading and light;buildi-og fou-ndation design. 
FIELD EXPLORATION 
Twenty-two bori~gs were made at the site. The locations of these borings 
are shown·on Figure 1, Boring Location Plan. Also attached are the logs . 
of 3 borings made for Golf Course Subdivision Unit No. 2. 
.,··:-. 
The 'Qorings were made with 3 and 4-in. diameter augers using tungsten 
. · .. · .. :· 
carbide bits. Soil samples were recovered with a standard split spoon · · · 
driven With a 140-lb hammer falling . 30 inches. ' 
.. •,.:, . 
. ;- , ... 
.• 
. ,· 
.. -..... ·: .. 












·. S.oil samples were visually observed and subjected to .appropriate tests 
in the laboratory. Based on visual observations and laboratory tests, 
the soil descriptions in the boring logs are generally made i~. accordance .. · 
with the "Unified.· Soil Classification System." 
LABORATORY TESTS 
Laboratory tests for on-site soils inj:luded: natural,. water contents, 
Atterberg limits, specific gravity, sieve analysis, AASHO T-180-57 
density, expansion and CBR. 
A list of the standard field and .laboratory test ~e~hods used for this 
project is given in the Appe~dix. 
A summary of the laboratory test results is given in Tables IA thru IC. 
GENERAL SITE CONDITIONS 
The proposed subdivision site is about 1,000 to 2,000 ft north of 
Kalanianaole Highway and extends from the vicinity of Ehukai Street to 
the area north of Wawamalu Bridge. The site slopes generally down toward 
the east at about a 1 to 7% gradie~t. Wawamalu Stream out of Kalama 
Valley cuts thru the middle of the site in a north-south direction, while 
a tributary out of Mauuwai crosses the east end •. Several abandoned houses, 
·Sheds a11d pig pens were noted along E:hukai Street at ·the west end of tll.e 
property. Most of the west portion is covered.with dense kia:we, brush 
and tall grass. The central portion of the area has been cleared of kiawe 
and stockpiled with 4 to 5 ft o~ gray sandy clay with iocalized pockets of 
gray clay (dredged materials).·. Rock. outcl;'ops were noted at the east end .· · 




., ·... · .... 
• I ·•' ' 
., . 
INTERPRETATION OF SOIL CONDITIONS 
'• .. 
From the field explorations, the soils at the site may be described as. '.• . .. . J, •. 
' ... ~.. ' 
follows: 
..... West Section 
:· ' 
. .... ·. :;, .,i . 
'. · ..... . : .. . surface layers of tan or brown sandy and clayey silts ·.· ,· .... 
: · .. 
: .. ~.. . ~... ' .. ' 
_.:..,._ . · ........ 
. '. 
·.>: . ·: .. ··· 
,·,. 
·. ~· . 
. ' 
•' . . : .. · 
... 
. . ~ ·. : .• : ., . ·: 
.. • .• :·;~,< 
· .. : 
. . ,, .. 
., .· 
with decomposed mudrock generally underlain by reddish-
brow silty clay and. clayey silt to about 10 to 16 ft' .. 
the depth~ drilled. 
Central Section 
··Surface layers of up to 4 ft of reddish-brown silty 
clay and clayey silt underlain by lava·. rock. to about. 
: < ·, 
iO to 20 ft, the depths drilled. 
East Section 
A surface .layer of about 6 ft of gray-brown plastic.·· 
clay· (adobe) underlai.n by lava rock and mudrock to 
about 10 to 15 ft, the depths drilled • 
· .. '· 
' . '. ,,·,. 
':t'•. ' ..• · 
•.' .. · 
···:· .. 
. .::. 
: .. . · 
·., 't 
',• · .. ·. 
·J 







Water was not no~ed in the borings during the field explorations. ~- . .;· ': .• ·.' .. · .. 
., : 
· ·For more detailed descriptions ·of . so::Lls · encotintered in. the. drill holes, 
refer to the boring logs • 
. ,'' ,:: .· 
.. · .. 
,'•' . 
DISCUSS.ION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
. '--... 
The proposed plan is to r~move the stockpiled material and grade_the site 
· for subdivision development. with fills· generally le.~s than about 10 ft in 
:r \.'• 
. . . : ~ . 
height. ':•·. . ~ ' . 
. .· .. · .. :· · .. :. 
... ··. 
·: ... ·. 
. ~:· 
·,'\ ·, 
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All surface vegetation and miscellaneous debris should be 
cleared and removed prior to site filling~ Localized soft 
pockets encountered during site preparations should be 
excavated and backfilled with compacted select material. 
Provisions to drain the site should be included during and 
after the completion·of filling operations. 
Grading work should be done in general conformance with 
th~ requirements of Chapter 23, Revised Ordinances of 
· Honolulu, 1961 As Amended. 
For the construction of fills, the following is -r.ecommended :' 
Rubble, loose boulders and unsuitable 
• .... '1'. ·: .• :. 
materials.should be removed. 
2. ··The stocl,<;p:tles of dredged materials should 
'· .. 
be removed. Loose surface soils should 
··.generally be removed or scarified and 
recompacted before the placement of fills. '. ·.·.". 
·:.· ... ·.;_·.·· ·, 
3. · Old cesspools should be accurately. located· 
on the grading plan and backfilled before 
· . any grading work is· sta.rted •. 
:•' ,'.· 
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. ,; .· 
4. Hard surfaces along exJsting access roads 
should be scarified down to stiff soils 
and recompacted to match the density of 
the surrounding soils. 
5. Loose surface soils along the sides and 
bottom of natural drainageways should be 
removed where fills are contemplated •. · 
S1,1bdrains should be placed in a 
herringbone pattern along the bottom of··. 
·. • . nlit'l,lral drainageways or dips before th~ .. •. ·' 
placement of fills~ 
. ',' 
· 6 ~ ·· Fill material ml!Y be approved on-site or 
borrow soils •. If practicable, fill material . 
·: •' 
' 
imported to ·the site should be select soils 






7 ~ .·• Fills should be cons true ted in. apprpximately · · 
·level layers starting at the lower end and. 
working upward. Where fills are made·on 
''sloping' areas st.eeper tl)an abou~ 5 horizontal 
·.··: , .... 
.... · ....... " 
. . - _: 1·.: ~: : '· ; - .· .. 
. ··.-.... · •· .. ·. 
~ . . 
- ··· .. ' 
- ~ .. 
' ........ :. 
· .. _/:.' •, .. · .: :·:.:. __ ·· .• : 
· .... · ..... · ... ' 
.' .·· ·.·· .... , ' .... · 
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.. . ~ _ .. 
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' ' . .'·: ~ 
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to 1 vertical, the ground at the toe of the· 
fill should be benched to a generally level 
·condition •. ··.· As the fill is brought up, it·· .· .. 
._ ·.'r. 
. should be continually keyed into the stiff . 
··natural ground by cutting s.teps into the 





8 •. Fills should be laid in 6-.in. compacted layers, 
with a relative density of at least 90% of · 
AASHO T-180-57 density. 
9. If clay (adobe) soils are used for fills, 
they should be placed preferably below 2 ft 
· · • . of finish grades, well above the ground water . 
. level and several· feet from the face of .. fill 
·slopes. See sketch attached, Figure 2~ Adobe· 
fill.should be kept less than 10ft in.height· 
and preferably less than 8 ft. 
· · .10. · If boulders are proposed to be used in the 
· ....... 
•• t~ 
~. . .. 
~ ......... 




·.' ." '• I 
construction of fills,· they should generally 
l;>e placed along the toe. sections of fill 
• slopes· and outside of probable bui+ding sites~ 
.·.;. 
. ~ .·, 
.. 
·\··- . . ' . . 
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Before placi~g any boulders, the subgrade should 
be stripped to stiff natural ground and shaped 
to drain. A layer of g·rantJ,lar filter material 
should be placed on the subgrade and the boulders 
placed on the filter layer. The void spaces 
between boulders should be filled with granular 
material. A blanket of filter material should. 
····.be placed against the boulders before. any earth. 
fills are placed against the :boulders~ · S~e 
attached sketch, Figure 3 ~ · · 
In g~neral, cut and fill slopes of .2 horizontal to 1 vertical 
or flatter should be used. 
For low cuts thru mixtures of rock and clinkers, slope ratios.· 
of 1-1/2 horizontal to 1 vertical or flatter may be used, 
For low· cuts (less than 5+ ft in height) in. rock that is fairly . ': . 
·.:·,,· 
homogeneous, ~l.ppe ·ratios of 3/4 horizontal to 1 vertical or · 
flatter may be used.· 
If slope l:leights. (t;op to toe) of greater than 15 ft are·· 
·.· ;: . l 
... 
considered, 8-ft wide benc}:les should be.placed.at height 
intervals of about 15 ft in both cuts and fills. 
For protection against erosion, the r1,1.nof:e from rainstorms 
should be diverted by berms or ditches.· away f.rom slopes 
whenever practicable.:·'.·· 
'· :-·-·' . 
j .. : /.··-;_, 
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The S\lrface .of fi'll slopes should • be. compacted· by cat...:tracki~g . 
or with a sheepsfoot roller. 
In genera.l, .slope planting is-recommended on cut and fill 
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··, Light residential .structures may be constructed. at. the site. 
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For heavy or long-span or multiple...:story $t~\1Ctures, foundation . ,.•.· ... 
· .. 
explorations should be ma.de at each building site to evaluate 
the ground conditions before foundations are designed~ 
The following may be.used as a guide for foundation ·design for 
light :tesidentialstructures: 
1. Bearing values for a given soil vary with the 
. ' 
s~ze a.nd depth of footings • For light, one 
and 2-story, short-span structures, bearing 
· valu~s of about 2000 p.s.f. may be used. 
. ·.. 2 •. Any portion .of a building that. is over- an 
old cesspool should be· designed to span. the · 
cesspool. 
•· 3. · If soft spots or pockets of loose materi,al 
are enco.untered in footing e~cavations or 
below a-building area, they should be 
... 8 ... 
..,_. 
..... 
·· .... · 
.-_ .. , .. ' 
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. :·.' ·' .. i.,• 
-·· . ·, '· 
.. "' ,:.,, ; ...• 
;>· :·.··.-
·· ··excavated and replaced with compacted. 
.. ~- :.· .. -· .. 
··· :. ·.:-;._ · · .. <~ :: .·. ., ' select .~n~sie~ or borrow ·~oil~. .·'; . 
. . , '.· 
··:· ,.: . 
· .. ·.. '• 
', ·-..· 
.··' . ·· .. · .. 
".:· .·, · .. : 
.: .· 
'-:: . . ·. ~ :· . . ., 
.... _ .. ;. 
. '. . .·· 
. • : .. 3~·· :Foundation design adjustments must be made 
... _.' 
.·· .:-. ·. · . 
... . ,• 
., : . . '· 
if adobe soils a,re encoun tereci or imported. ' 
Care should -be taken that there is at ieast 
··;·r. 
, '· 
., 1,:· ,• .'2ft of compacted select materi~l below 
.. ,_;, 
.' ·' 
' : . .--~~ 
... · .· 
,i•' 
building footings in adobe areas. · 
-~ ,' . .. ... 
·_:., ... ·· ··:. 
· · • ,. '. ·. 4. · Concrete slab on ground should be placed 
'-: 
_·:.·.·.: .. 
· .. ' ··,· ... r ;.-._. 
. •' ·, .. _ •,: 
:' ' · .. 
·._·····.·'·-··.·.·,·, 
·. ........ " 
, , , 
.. , ..... 
.. , 
, .. ·· 
ll •. 
·~ . 
over a base course of 4 in. of well-graded 
gravel_less than 3/4'in~ and g:re,at~~ than. 
1/4 in. ip s~ze. The subgrade should be 
' compacted and shaped to a level surface or · 
to drain, if practicable, and generally . 
should be kept slightly higher than the 
'finish grade outside of the building • 
S .. · In general, buildings and structures should • 
be placed about 15ft from the_tops of slopes. 
6. · Construction of retaining walls on slopes 
should, generally be avoided. 
1. Good surface drainage away from the foundation 
of structures should be mainta.ined and the site 
should be graded at all times to prevent ponding 
of water. 
- 9 -
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. .. .. : .. - ... 
··Roadway, . ._ .. · 
... '. 
::tn general,~ a 'rough estimate of the roa4W4Y P4~ement thickness 
. · for the light ·residential traffic anticipated is. as follows: 
1. · Wearing course 2-in. asphaltic concrete. 
2. Base course 6-t~. base course over 
a prepared subgrade. 
Provisions should bemade in the contract documents to allow . 
· · ·for local adjustments regardi~g subbase requirements .in the 
· -·•. : · ·· : .. field as ground conditi~ns are exposed at subgrade levels .• 
. ' ·~ : . ',. 
· ... · ;...•: 
·-···· 
. ~ . 
_,._ 
....... 
. .... · ·.::· 
:·e···· 
I 
: The subgrade thickness will depend upon the type of material 
\ 
within the top 2 ft of subgrade. 
. ··-: ·. 
' . -~ ,, : ~ . ' ... 
.. The sub grade should be compacted and shaped . to drain. To 
. . :.·· 
· avoi4 tl!e. pending· of water a:nd softening of ·~he subgrade at· · .
',· ,'-
. low points, weep holes should be placed at subgrade levels 
through the walls of catch basins which are placed in these 
low areas. 
Utilities 
Although the probability-of differential settlements in 
localized areas is sli~ht in this area, utilities should be 
. . placed after the fills are· constructed. Utility lines should 
, .. ·~: •. . be designed with flexible joints, particularly where li:r\es· 
are connected to structures. Gravity flow lines should be 
made as steep as practicable. · 
·.' , .. ·· 
.. 10 
,. :· 
• ! ··.-' 
I"•; 
], . 
. • .. : ·)': 
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-Unforeseen: or.undetected.conditions may oc~ti~ inlocaii~~d areas.and, 
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PROPOSED SPECIFICATION FOR EARTHWORK 
.. ·.: .. ·., 
.·.·· 




. General Description 
',This item shall consist of cleari:ng and grubbing, removing of 
existing structures, preparing of land to be filled, excavating and 
~- •' ! filling of the land, sp~~ading, compacting and testing of the fill,. and, 
subsidiary work necessary to complete the grading. 
Clearing, Grubbing and Ereparing Areas to be Filled 
Vegetation, concrete slabs and rubbish shall be.removed and disposed 
'of, leaving the disturbed area with a neat, debris-free appearance,. 
·'' 
Vegetable matter shall be removed from the surface upon which fill 
·. ·.• · · :i..s to be placed. Topsoil and stockpiled soils shall be (1) stripped to 
. •' ... 
. ·, 
: 1-· 
·'stiff natural ground or·. (2) scarified and recompacted before the placement 
·of fills. Topsoil e~countered at finish grade shall be scarified and 
recompacted. 
Hard surfaces a],ong the existing access roads shall be scarified 
.down to stiff soils and recompacted to match .the density of the surrounding 
soil before the placeme,nt of fills. 
Cesspools shall be flagged in the field andaccurately located on 
the' plans' and bac~filled.before any grading work is·st:arted. The procedure 
for backfilling of cesspools follows·in the section "Bac~filling of ·Old. 
Cesspools". 
.;;, 1 -
. . -·~--.... 
. ,· . 
--~--~---·---------
. ~ : . 
·'. ('' .... ··:,·' .. , 
·~· ' J .. .::. 
~ .. . . 
.... ,-: 
'.r. 











Where fills .are proposed in sidehill areas and gullies, loose material· · 
along ~h~ bottom and the sid~s shall be st~ipped down to stiff natural 
.. ·_.,·· 
, ground before the placement of fills • New fills shall be keyed into the 
. . 
· stiff natural ground. : 
' ·- . ' . 
-'··~-· 
Subdrains shall be placed along the bottom and sides of the natural ·· .· . 
.....: . ... ~ 
'.: ', drainagewa:ys before the construction of fills. The locations 'of subdrains 
. : .:.: . 
... 
I ~. • • • 
,· 1 ' • ,: ••• ~ 
should __ be determined in the field. after clearing· and grubbing. 
' .', 
Where fills are.made on sloping areas steeper than 5 -horizontal to· 
.,·_:, 
,A l', 
':'I', . 1 vertical, the ground at the toe of the slope shall be benched to.a ~~ '. ~ ·: ' 
.. 
·-.generally level condition. As the fill is brought up, it _shall be . .. :.-.·-·,. 
,: . 
. ·. ··. continually keyed into the stiff natural ground by the cutting of steps 
···.' ,) 
;; · .. · · ,:·into the hillside and compacting the fill into these steps. · Ground slopes '; · .< j . .' . 
-~- .· ·>·.:.· . which are flatter than 5 horizontal to ·1 vertical· shall' be benched when· -,; '.,·· 
.- ... 
· considered necessary by the Soil Engineer. · ...... 
. • l,' . : .· . 
·'· 
'!_ •• ,.- •. 
. ;..i . 





.. . ... 
·;; ,··. 
Fill materials shall con_sist of approved on"':'site or borrow soils • 
. The soils shall contain no more than a trace of organi,c matter, Flll 
· · . .' ·' material imported to the site shall be select soils_ with a plasticity ·'· 
. . . . -:. • inde.x less than 20. 
. . 
·; Placin$, Spreading and· Compacting Fill Material 
· .. : :.•. 
··>"':_, 
--~ :: ~· ' .. :. ' The selected fill material shall be placed in level layers which, 
. ·· · · . when compacted, shall not exceed 6 inches. Each layer shall be spread 




: .. ·:.: 
.. ,:.· 
·_._.:;·:. evenly and thoroughly ·.b+ade-mixed during the !ipread~ng _to ~~~re uniformity · '·" · 
>·: of material and water ·cont:ent:~_within each_ layer~·., 
:· ·. ' . ~ ~" 
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No rock& or cobbles shall be allowed to nest and voids between rocks ; .. 
. :··-.. :.'·; ,·, 
must be carefully filled and compacted with small stones or earth. 
' , . 
. '' ·~ ' ' . 
-· .--.·: '' . When. the water content of the fill material is well below the optimum : .: ' . ·. 
. ·/ ·. _:··. ~;:·_· .. -~. ~-· :·:-> .. 
, . '" ; •:,., 'I • 't~- .:·' ,. ~·::• for compacting purposes, water shall be added until the water content .. 
-.:_:: ,.·; 
. .. ·: .... ,• 
''r.'.t· 
' . 
• . !"' 
. ' ' > :. , .
· assures a thorough bonding during the compacting process •. -: -· 
'• , ... ' 
When the water content of thematerial is well above the'optimum 
'-::: . _: ~~ ~ 
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.··. by other s~tisfactory meth()ds until the water content is near the optimum. 
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After each layer has been placed, mixed and spread evenly,· it shall 
I~--
. . ' 
be. thoroughly compacted to no less than 90% of maximum density in $ccordance · · .. • 
o with AASHO Test. No. T-180~57 or other comparable. density tests. ·compaction . ·: · · 
;; j I, 
I ",·,• 
shall be with sheepsfoot rollers' mul tipie-wheel pneumatic-tired roliers '<'· 
or other acceptable rollers which shall be able.·· to compact the fill to 
the specified density. Rolling shall be. accom~lished while· the fill 
material is near the optimllm water content • The .rolling of each layer. 
shall be continuous over its entire area and the roller shall make 
). .. ,. . 
. ·,.._ . -, .;~ ·. . ' 
. ·-' ~ . ,. I . 
' ' . .'·. ' 
'.:{·.sufficient passes to insure the obtainment of the des:Lreq density. 
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·. : ·:,~ . ·.- :: <: 
-·· _'.,' . ' 
Field detislty tests shall be made to get an indication of t'h.e .. i : . . ,., 
._· .. 
• ' J" .• • 
; .... ' .. , . } ~ . . ' 
_.,-
compaction of the·fill. Where sbeepsfoot rollers·are used, the.soil may ·''' '.;; .. ,. 
: ·-· 
. ,,· 
'•:'•. "• be disturbed to a depth Qf several inches. Density readings shall be iaken 
. ;. . ';. -, ~ 
.-_r ;•· 
.. ' ; . -~ 
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-' .. . as often·as necessaty in the compacted material below·the disturbed surf·a~e.·:·::.:. ·. · 
-· . - - _.. . . . . .. _ .; · .. ~ ~·· .• - /: 
·:·.>.·,.When these readings indicate:that the density of .any layer of fill .or. .·y:::·:? ·:. ·.: 
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Tl).e fil-,1. operation shall be continued in 6_;in. compacted layersas 
specified above, .until the fill has been brought tQ .,the ·finishE!d .s~opes. : 
. . 
and grades·as showll on the accepted plans~ 
,· .. ··.:. 
'· .. : __ ·.> .. ~-. 




proc.edures shall be followed for. backfillingi 
Sludge Removal 
Remove.tbe sludge from the bottom of the old cesspool 
.pumping or (b) by clamshell or any other suitable.· 
The material shall be disposed of ~way from the 
' . ~ . ' : site. The .completeness of removal shall be verified by 
. - probing and shall be less t.hall 12 in. at the bottom. 
· .. 
. , . 
Granular Fill .(below 3 ft from finish grade) 
· · Usa gronulnr motorial, srnded from 6 to 0 :lnehaa. Tha 
·.·,' 
finfi!s passing the No. 200 sieve shall be less tban ::1,0%.~' ' 
The materials shall be placed . in th.ill layers (12 ·in. 
and compacted with vibratory equipment to 90% 
. :of AASHO T-180:...57 density. Ramming each layer into : 
·· place with a clam8bell~bucket will be allowed. The 
granular fill shall be wetted before.placement 
Su,fficient compaction tests:shall·be: 
. . . ' 
· .... conducteqto verify that 90% 
'•t•· 
:,•.;· 
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.. , ... Linings encountered in tbe cesspools wit'Qin the top 3 ft ··. 
. . . . . 
...... 
' · ... · ,- . . ... , . :1- .... · .. ~ .: ....... - . from finish grade _shall be removed. The fill within the 
top 3 ft from finish grade.shall be constructed from on-:-
' . 
•, I • 
·· ... .··· site soil in thin layers (6-in. compacted thickness) to 
· .. :·: 
'.:. 
· ..... · · ·90% of AASllO T-],.80-57 density. The material at finish 
, .... 
•, :· . . . ~-
. . ~' 
' · .. : .: ~- ' -~ \' :~ _:· grade shall blend with· the surrounding soil~-
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Excavation 
Sui table material from excavation shall· be used in the ··fill.· and .· 
unsuitable materialfrom excavation shal::L pe diposed of. 
'. ~ 'Boulder Fills 
.... · .. 
If boulders are proposed to be used in the construction of fills, 
·.·· ::. they shall be placed along tbe toe.section of slopes and at locations 
'';. 
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_· • ... 7. 
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_'..·_-:,-·· 
indicated on the plan. The.subgrade shall be'stripped to stiff natural 
. ,·.,.. 
~- ' :·. .. . . . 
.. '· 
.. , .·-.· .'·· 
ground and shaped to drain. A layer of granular filter material shall be ,,,· 
. •, . · ...... , 
,. _._. , .. placed on it. All. voids between boul,.c;lers shall be filled with smalle.r 1,': • .. 
.I'' 
.. 
: . : ·. ~.- ... 
. ,. _,, · '· granular soils. 
·, r.;. '.·· 
A blan~et of filter material shall be placedagainst 
·r···:. 
·; the boulder fill before construction of earth frils '!>ehin4 or· above 




If unforeseen or undetected critical so::ll conditions· such as ... soft>~: i 













· :spots. are encountered during· the field Qpe;-ati()n, '~~r~ective measures , : ' ' ' 
. shall ·be made·. in the ·field. as · they 
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RainY Weather 
No fill material shall be placed, spread or ro1led during unfavorable 
weather conditions. When the.work is interrupted by heavy rain, fill 
operations shall not be resumed untiffield· tests indicate that the water 
. . . . . 
content and·density are.as previously:specif~ec:l. 
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BORING LOGS 
Symbols 
Symbols used generally are in accordance with the Unified Soil 
Ciassification System. 
Wh~re a parenthesis 11 O.ffi) 11 is used, the soil sample was classified. 
by visual observation of the sample recovered. 
· Where no parenthesis 11MH'i is used, the soil sample was cl~ssified 
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Drop__.--....., __.:::..::_...;.....;.....;·.;.; .;.;.;·---------,.------- Time --
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--~-----------------------.---.,...,.... Elev._ S"b':l:?£· Datum----------
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N (Blows per foot) 







.·§oLf COURSe SU?..>D!\/l'S!.ON -· UNIJ_!· 
·. TABLE I~A··---- SUMMARY OF LABORATORY TEST RESULTS 
BORING'NO. 
·SAMPLE NO. 














Air Dried or Natural 
Liquid Limit 





UNIFIED SOIL · CLA,SSIFICATION ... 
APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
EXPANSION AND C.BR TESTS 
(Surcharge-51 P.S.F.) 
Molding Moisture, % . 
Molding Dry Density, P.C.F. 
Swell upon saturation, % · 
CBR at 0.1" Penetration 
. MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONS OF SOILS 
(AASHO T-180-57 Method___) 
Dry to Wet or Wet to Dry-
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) 
Optimum Moisture (%) 
REMARKS: 
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. ~ 
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS ~- . 
I TABLE L e __ - SUMMARY OF LABORATO:R.Y tEST RESULTS 
. BORING NO • : 
SAMPLE NO. 






















UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
ExPANSION AND CBR TESTS 
(Surcharge-51 P.S.F.) 
.Molding Moisture, % 
Molding Dry Density, P.C.F. 
Swell upon. saturation, % · 
CBR at O.l" Penetration 
MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONS OF SOILS 
(AASHO T-180-57 Method_) 
Dry to Wet or Wet to Dry- · 
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) 
Optimum Moisture (%) 
·•~ REMARKS: 
Date 0-10- 0 
3-470 
. t'LO 
, A t'L4 \ ?;1.. 
0'-\.t;? ·SURfACe SURfAce. 
_ . --~ RE.ODI$1-1 • _. _ . . . . _ .. _______ _ 
J)AR.K GRA'f -- - 'OR.OV\JN RE-OD\54 • __ _ _ 
BRO\'\ltl - -_ CLA'i'E-"( '511.-\ __ - : ~ROY-Jl'o\ -- ------- --- -~::-::::-:---:::-=~ --
. ··c.LA'( - ----- ~-··wj<:At;O . -~- O..tl'fB'f <;1\."'\" =:: __ ...,.... __ 
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. B 
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS u 
·_!;. 
· TABLE I~ _- SUMMAlW OF LABOM'l'ORY TEST RESULTS 
_ IB!tWW\if4'!!1® ·:-~C;_!OC.~PI\..E. _ A~~.b. ., 
-SAMPLE NO. 
- DEPTH BELOW SURFACE SURFt-.CR SUR.'FAC-'2 SURfAce:. .c;)URf~,Cf. 
GRA.'I _ GRt;,'( _ .. - .--:.==--- G.'Kt>.~ .•. --~·- .:. 
DESCRIPTION 
__ ~ANO( t:-r .. l\l '51\Nrl'f C.LA.f -=- ~~N\/Y o.A1 - ---
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UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION 
APPARENT SPECIFIC GRAVITY 
EXPANSION .AND CBR TESTS 
(Surcharge~Sl P.S.F.) 
Molding Moisture, % 
Molding Dry Density, P •. c. F •. 
-Swell u~on saturation, % · 
CBR at 0.1" Penetration 
.). 
MOISTURE-DENSITY RELATIONS OF SOILS-
. (.A.ASHO T-180-57 Method___) _ 
Dry to Wet or Wet to J)ry·- -
Max. Dry Density (P.C.F.) 
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PLASTICITY CHART 
PROJECT:- GOt..F COURse- c;ue,ot\/ISYOH; (JNI\ .. ,\ - ... · ............. _ .. :· .. ' 
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. rn 
civtt! ·srliUtnJRAL, SOILS eiiiGINEERS B 
9-470 
MOISTURE- DENSITY CURVE (AASHO T-180-57, METHOD.bJ. 
PROJECT= GoLr:. COUR'5& SUP.,t>I\1\S!ON- UN '1 (___·~~~,-,. . ,1 " Ml ul? 
... -~ AGGREGATE: L4- !'I 
' LOCATION I_ MAUN6.l1JP., .. OA\.\U', . +lA~'IA!l 
SAMPLE NO;,_ ~ --"=:>'f.- SURri\C.~ 
·---- :c , ,. MOLD SIZE: 4" 4= 4-.Sr."!" 
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WATER CONTENT ( 0/o) 








WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. m 







MOISTURE- DENSITY CURVE (AASHO T-180-57, METHOD~) 
PROJECT: -GOLF COUR.S~ ~LlBOlV Is I ON- u NtJ ! 
LOCATION I M~V\1--\A WPI' QAHIA trAWAii _· 
·.SAMPLE NO.: \'2:4-: lz.I)..BY~L& I . :: .. 
· . · ... SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: P.. ~'D0\':7~ t?B oVJ!'-\ Yk~'<~'( ',.\L..T 
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WATER CONTENT ( 0 /o) 
DATE . t} .:\~"\0 BY 
AGG_REGATE: Y&'' Mt1-ll.J.7 
. MOLD SIZE: 4" 4=> 4.9) ,. 
HAMMER: 10!...\?7 It>" "PfWP 
LAYERS: ~__,...---:-~­
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WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. m 
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL, SOI.LS ENGINEERS ~ 
•• • 
9-470 
·MOISTURE-DENSITY CURVE (AASHO T-180-57, METHODA) 
PROJECT: GOLF-. cou~se. .sueo'"' s toN.- UNIT I· 
. LOCATION: M~I.At\~1...,1,-{"', Q~'r!Y\ , 1=\ F\W ~II 
AGGREGATE: ft" MINuM 
MOLD SIZE: k" f 4,54" 
HAMMER: I 0[...1?;? • l t:i'; I)PpP 
130 
,( .. 


















SAMPLE NO.= _B_ . 






N\AX. \ R'< \)~\ 71\'(-:- I t?\.~·~.0 t:: 
LAVER$: _..;;,15--'---:---
BLOWS: '21'8 "f~ll-. L-1\'{E.R_ 
----
£T I ~ \ 1-E-Fl.C AIR \1 0107 '...UR\1 ~ 
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WATER CONTENT ( 0 /o) 




WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. g 
. CIVIL, STRUCTURAL, SOILS ENGINEERS s 
i0-410. 
CBR TEST 
LOCATION~ ___ · .:::-:-:-M~-u~P!t.UA _ _.; : .. O.AI4 u .... 14' AWP..\ '-:·.::.:.:~_.~:~.::~:~:,::.:.~.::=.:.::::~~:-:::-:::=::-:=--=:=:=. 
SAMPLE N01 .. -:-=··:·:.~~- .:-· "5\J~f-ACl:. ·· ·· ··· -·- - -·-·· ~--:~~~:::::::~:-_~-~ -··-- ·--------
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION=· - 'ORo~N --'5ANO'/. 'SI\..1- --:·:~:·::-~:~·.:::::::::::·::~=:::::.-::::-:-:=~- -- -----. 
-··- . ··- --- . - ----
·-
CBR PENETRATION-DATA. 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
/ (INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
' v v .-
-- v. 
/ 
0. 02 5 1o '2'? 
0.0 50 \':?0 4-?J 
0.0 7 5 ?..00 (d1 
0.1 0 0 '?00 100 
0.1 2 8 4-os; \'?~ 
v 0.180 c;'?tO 110 
..... 




v ..J 'ZDO 
v\~ :r:-ec~:r l'i:.l=fCii r-~"(1oii:l ' . l'1!:lto-:. 
) 
I IOc:> 50 
·j 
... 
off' ..(}.f- 9:2"" 0.3 
91~ PENETRATI< N (INCHES) 
<!:> 0,1 0;'? .. TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. 14-. "? 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F._q...:..;'?l...;_,o~-­
CBR @ 0.1 11 PENETRATION 14.~ 
DATE _f1: __ i_:~l~~- BY _b~_\ ·___ _ 
DATI; __ V)·l~<!~~---:- OY ~..,'.;.....1~·1~.~ .,...,.~--==-= 
r-Mr 
o.4· o. 5 
0.~ 50 I'1U7~ -z.c?r. 
0.300 f,f;O "2."\~ 
O.'S 8 0 '{'{O ~'2."? 
0.400 tOV'(.. ";<;;-~; 
'0. 4 II 0 II (,·c~· !l'C·'t 
__,.~~ 
O.tl 00 \1.1 ~ ·~')(-, 
. AGGREGATE /4.'' M\Nll) 
HAMMER WEIGHT \0 l-13$. 
HAMMER DROP 1'0'' 
No. OF BLOWS ~/LAjfR 
No. OF LAYERS_..::;f,_· __ 
CBR TEST 
. PROJECT! GOLF CQ.URSE.- C:,IJe>Dt'IIStON· lj~\T I. 
. . 
. . 
L 0 CAT I 0 NT::tv!A:\Tt;;r.b\CQA~-:oA.tHL~:.::\-\AwA\ I .. --~._: -~-~~::.:~:_~-:-~-~-·.: ·; : ... -~- .... 
SAMPLE NO~~-Tl5:-'St.IR~A:C'E---·:~~-
SAMPLE. OESCRIPTION_1H6RA:·rC:L-A'{.~~~~~~-~~---~--~~:·-- :· ...... . 
60 -----
A~ 
4-0 .. -- . .. - .. 
-
. ~~ .. 
'?0 








. - ~ / / / --~' v Kc...e~ ~0.?.•' ?'-WI::: urrc~ • 'Z6/r5 ; \.1 
/ 
.. " ~~ ~0.1'' 'f~Neq ~A\•Ot = l&ho -:. \.(, 
I 
v 
£, I 1/ ... 
- --0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. '2S.4 
·MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. '1~.1 
CBR@ O.t" PENETRATION \.(e 
• ;-\~ 10 . BY v.M. DATE 
DATE b·\1.-.. ]o BY ~;r. 
10-470. 
. CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 02 5 II 4--
0.05 0 '24- B 
0.0 7 5 "?~ !"'2.. 
0.1 00 41 \(p 
0.1 2 5 6'7 lib 
0.15 0 1..?'2. '21 
0.1 7 5 ~" '1'? 
0.2 00 14 '7.~ 
0.2 50 eo '7.1 
0.500 ~4 1.~ 
o. '& 5 0 611 ?o 
0.400 
"111- ~'\ 
.0-45 0 \00 ?'? 
0.5 00 \01 7(... 
AGGREGATE ft~-" ~-{1Nll7 
HAMMER WEIGHT IO 1.--BS. · 
HAMMER DROP. /'0'' 
No. OF BLOWS 5 /p 
No. OF LAYERS __ S __ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. H 
CIVIL, STRUCTURAL. SOILS ENGINEERS I 




PROJECT: ·_G>O),f COURSE: \SLl5DtVI$(0N- UN\i- I .. '• \ •. ·; 
. . . 
LOCATION·~~- M A\AN t\\,..lAA Qh~V\, \=\IWJb\\ - · · 
' 
SAMPLE NO: \1-k b!ABH\c.,e: .·-_ 












--- --- / / 






) ~,- eo.\" ~N~\f 1\liOI..J: \'2.~~~ ~ ~ 
v 
Go / v 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 
PENETRATION (INCHES) 
TEST RESULTS• 
MOLDING MOISTURE, %. _ ?;0.1 
MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F.--'-4t1...,..-~-:-----
CBR @ 0.1'' PENETRATION \1.'.'? 
DATE 
DATE 
f2 ·S·1o BY_R..:...·_M_. __ _ 








CBR PENETRATION DATA 
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (PSI) 
0. 025 IO~ "?~ 
0.05 0 11?0 00 
0.0 7 5 ~1G '1-z. 
0.1 0 0 ;.~ro \'7..., 
0.1 2 5 4'bO lb"? 
0.1 50 s~.s 11v 
0.1 7 6 S'fSI t'1o 
0.200 (p~O .-zq 
0.26 0 hG~ '2 :;;.-z 
0.3 00 6~0 '211 
0,36 0. 4oo -;300 
0.400 4GO ?11 
0.45 0 1010 '!>"71 
o.e oo lOGO ~yO 
AGGREGATE Yt'' Mll\ltl~ 
HAMMER WEIGHT \o t.B~'-
HAMMER DROP l e-" 
No. OF BLOWS S7 lf" 
No. OF LAYERS___:;; __ 
WALTER LUM ASSOCIATES, INC. B 
·c;vil;sniuCi-'liiiAi~--solts .. eNoiN"EE"Jis'· ~ 





LOCATION 1 MAI.A~~l\A~, 01\S:\\A, H~yJA\\ .. 
_ SAMPLE NO: . \'21. - 0V\~~f.\L~ . ,_ . 





MOLDING MOISTURE, % ~ ·. ___ 1..::..1~...:.:·4~--.... ...... 
· MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F._1.:...::.fo..:..;,4~­
CBR@ O.t" PENJ;TRATION.....,;,..o.~\"Z.~,q.___ 
DATE . fz~0~1(7 . BY.----"R..l..·;,;,;.IV\..:..:.. __ __;_ 
DATE ~ 'l \-] o BY ......,...,-=';;;J_•\.:.:..·· _---...,__....,.. 
0.4 0.5 
: . 
. ·•.' .. 
CBR PENETRATION DATA 
--- ·-
PENETRATION LOAD LOAD 
(INCHES) (LBSJ (psi) 
0. 025 JO~ ~G 
... 
0.05 0 llf0 bG 
0.0 7 5 '}qo en 
. -
0.10 0 :.eo 1"'2.1 
0.1 2 5 4-<PO \c;,~ 
0.15 0 t?}.O 11'? 
---
0.1 7 5 '7~0 lf>1 
0.2 0 0 ~00 "Z.oo 
p-
0 .• 215 0 010 'L'1.. '? 
0•3 00 11'?0 '24-? 
0,'515 0 1')0 '2b? 
0.400 'l-':J0 '?..~C. 
0.45 0 'ltO ?0} 
0.5 0 0 ~~c,~. :'J{'O ~--
AGGREGATE f 4'' 1\Al t-\t('7 
HAMMER WEIGHT IOv !3'?. 
HAMMER DROP I t:'" 
No. OF BLOWS 5~ 
No. OF LAYERS_:b::::..___ 
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PENETR TION (INCHES) 
·TEST RESULTS I 
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MOLDING DRY DENSITY, P.C.F. \Oil-~ 
CBR @ 0.1" PENETRATION \'7-J,o 
DATE 
DATE 
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{? ·1'1·~,, BY -.---?~·Iw....; ----
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0.1 0 0 ~1~ 17.. c;7 
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DATE rz .\(-10 BY G.~. 
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GENERAL TESTING METHODS 
EXPLORATORY BORINGS AND SAMPLING 
Method for soil investigation and sampling 
by auger borings (Tentative) 
Method for thin wall tube sampl'ing of . 
soils (Tentative) 
Method for penetration test and split. 
barrel sampling o~ soils (Tentative) 
LABORATORY TESTING 
Grading Analysis 
Sieve analysis of fine and coarse · 
aggregates 
Amount of material finer than 
No. 200 sieve in aggregate 
Atterberg Limits 
Determining the liquid limit of soils 
Modified as follows: Substitute 
Casagrande grooving tool. Tests 
conducted from natural moisture 
content unless noted otherwise. 
Determining the plastic limit of soils 
Calculating the plastici.ty index of 
. soils 
Specific Gravity 
sp-ecific gravity of so~is 
Modified as follows: 500 ML Pycnorilete:t 
Expansion and CBR Tests 
Expansion test and California Bearing 
Ratio (CBR) 
Compaction Test 
Moisture-Density relations of soils 
USing a 10/F rammer and an 18 II drop 
Unified Soil Classification 
ASTM Designation: D 1452-63T 
. ASTM Designation: D 1587-63T 
. ASTM Designation: D 1586-64T 
AASHO Designation: T 27-60 
AASHO Designatio~: T 11-60 
AASHO Designation: T 89-60 
AASHO Designation: T 90-56 
AASHO Designation: T 91-54 
AASHO Designation: T 100-60 
Section VIII - '11-1 5-530 
'~terials Testing 11 by Headquarters, 
Dept. of the Army 
AASHO Designation: T 180-57 
Des.ignation' E-3 from "Earth 
Manual" by the United States 
Department of the Interior 
Bureau of Reclamation 
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Consolidation Test 
Laboratory Shear Test 
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Chapter IX 
"Soil Testing for Engineers" 
by T. William Lambe 
The Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology 
Brochure by Soil test, ·Inc. 
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• L IMITAT.IONS 
In general, soil formations are commonly er.ratic and rarely uniform or 
regular. The boring logs indicate the approximate subsurface soil 
conditions encou~tered only at the di:"ill holes where the borings were 
made at the times designated on the logs and may not represent conditions 
at other locations or at other dates. Soil conditions and water levels ·· ·· 
may change with the passage of ~~e and construction methods or improve-
' ments at the site. 
During construction, should subsurface conditions much different from 
those in the borings be observed, encountered, or otherwise indicated, 
we should be advised innnediately to review or reconsider our recommendations. 
·-: 
~-.;/ . 
_in light of the new developments. 
Our professional services were performed, findings obtained and 
recommendations prepared in accordance with generally accepted engineering 
. . 
practices. .This warranty :i,s in lieu of au· other .warranties expressed 
or implied. 
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